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Skills for Unpaved Riding 

Riding safely on the crushed limestone, dirt and gravel surfaces of the GAP and C&O trails calls 
for a unique array of cycling skills. Here are a few things to keep in mind as you train for the 
exciting challenge of unpaved riding:  

 Scan the trail surface constantly. Unpaved riding requires a heightened sense of 
alertness, and you should pay special attention to road hazards (down tree limbs, loose 
gravel, large rocks, ruts/potholes, etc.), slippery spots, and even wildlife! Use your eyes 
to find smooth, safe lines as you pedal along. 

 No fast movements! Try to keep all your movements (turning, climbing, braking) very 
gradual, to avoid losing traction. This means taking wider turns and giving yourself extra 
room to brake. 

 Respect intersections. There are many spots where the GAP and C&O trails cross paths 
with public roads with automobile traffic. Each intersection requires cyclists to make a 
complete stop…not a “roll-through.” In more remote areas, cars may not be used to 
seeing cyclists cross, so the utmost caution is needed. 

 Avoid tunnel tumbles. Tunnels can be our friend (think of all that elevation gain we 
miss!) but also can be very dark. In some cases, tunnels on the GAP / C&O will be well-lit 
enough to ride through without a headlight; in other cases, we’ll recommend that riders 
dismount and walk their bikes through a tunnel if they don’t have a headlight. In either 
case, tunnels require extra awareness, since oncoming riders may be almost impossible 
to identify.  

 Ride single-file in traffic. Although there will be long stretches where it is totally 
appropriate to ride two-abreast and chat with a fellow FCBA rider, we require that you 
ride single-file on the trail when pedestrians or other riders are within eyeshot. Even in 
the most remote areas, know that another cyclist may be just around the corner. 

 There’s no shame in walking. If you approach a section of trail which seems unusually 
treacherous, it is 100% okay to dismount and walk your bike across to safety. There are 
no medals for riding through a mud hole or a rock garden if you don’t feel comfortable! 

 Rain or shine. Weather won’t stop our push to D.C., but it should affect your riding 
speed and style. Remember that unpaved trails, especially dirt trails, don’t drain as well 
as asphalt roads do, and remember that the abundant shade from the surrounding 
woods will slow the drying-out process. Wherever slippery conditions are present, slow 
down and keep your movements very smooth and gradual. This is especially true on 
wooden bridges, which can be extremely slick when wet. Trading speed for safety will 
keep you upright on a wet trail! 

On the next page, we’ve included a few snapshots of trail conditions on the GAP and C&O, to 
help you better understand what you and your bike will be working with:  
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Classic crushed limestone surface on the Great 
Alleghany Passage trail. Smooth riding. 

A small, tricky mudhole on the C&O trail. These can 
typically be ridden around without too much trouble. 

Short, rocky stretch on the C&O trail. This may be 
passable, depending on your bike/tires (and your 
tolerance for bumps). 

“Dual-track” section typical of the C&O. High grass 
and lose debris may fill the center of the two tracks. 

Large mudhole on the C&O trail. These can be 
treacherous to ride around, given their narrow, 
slippery edges. Dismounting may be your best bet. 


